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Are there universally valid moral principles

that dictate what is right? Or are moral judg-
ments culturally relative, ultimately dictated by
conventions and practices that vary among
societies? In Practices and Principles, Mark
Tunick takes up the debate between universal-
ists and relativists, and, in political philosophy,
between communitarians and liberals, each of
which has roots in an earlier debate between
Kant and Hegel.
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THE BEST IN LAW
Economic Dimensions in
International Law
Comparative and Empirical Perspectives
Jagdeep 5. Bhandari and
Alan O. Sykes, Editors
The essays in this collection use interdisci-
plinary perspectives to investigate issues in
international and comparative law, primarily
employing theoretical or empirical econom-
ics. They demonstrate that the economic
analysis of law has much to contribute to
the study of international matters, despite
the fact that mainstream international legal
scholars and economists have had relatively
little interaction.

Contributors: Ronald A. Cass, Warren F.
Schwartz, Alan O. Sykes, Alan V. Deardorff,
MichaelS. Knoll, Richard D. Boltcuk, Robert
Howse, MichaelJ. Trebilcock, Philip M. Nichols,
Robert D. Cooter, William Kovacic, PaulB.
Stephan, III, Enrico Colombatto, Jonathan
Macey, George P. Miller, F.H. Buckley, Wendy
Zimmerman, George G. Triantis, Duncan
Snidal, Diane Wood, Alan C. Swan, Ronald
Brand, Joel P. Trachtman
0-521-57012-3 Hardback $85.00
0-521-57898-1 Paperback $39.95

Philosophy and the
Criminal Law
Principle and Critique
R.A. Duff. Editor
Five preeminent legal theorists tackle a range
of fundamental questions on the nature of
the philosophy of criminal law. Their essays
explore the extent to which and the ways in
which our systems of criminal law can be
seen as rational and principled. The essays
discuss some of the principles by which, it
is often thought, a system of law should be
structured, and they ask whether our own
systems are genuinely principled or riven
by basic contradictions, reflecting deeper
political and social conflicts.
Contributors: Antony Duff, Nicola Lacey,

Douglas Husak, Alan Norrie, John Gardner

Cambridge Studies in Philosophy and Law

0-521-55044-0 Hardback $54.95
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An Essay on the
Modern State
Christopher W. Morris
This book inquires into the justification
of the modern state as a particular form of
political society. It asks whether all states are
"nation-states," what arc the alternative ways
of organizing society, and which conditions
make a state legitimate. The author concludes
that, while states can be legitimate, they typi-
cally fail to have the powers (e.g. sovereignty)
that they claim. Morris1 book will command
the attention of political philosophers, polit-
ical scientists, legal theorists, and specialists
in international relations.
0-521-49625-X Hardback $54.95

International Law
Fourth Edition
Malcolm Shaw
The fourth edition of Malcolm Shaw's
bestselling textbook in international law
represents a major revision of its predecessor.
Alongside substantial new chapters dealing
with human rights and the United Nations,
Shaw has incorporated new material on inter-
national environmental law, state succession,
recognition, the settlement of disputes by
peaceful means and international institutions.
0-521-57667-9 Paperback $49.95

Justification Defenses and
Just Convictions
Robert F. Schopp
This major study advances an interpretation
of criminal justification defenses that views
them as an integral component of the struc-
ture of the criminal law. The book extends
the traditional scope of the legal and philo-
sophical discussion of justification defenses.
It integrates philosophical analysis with a
consideration of contemporary applications,
it shows how these defenses are key compo-
nents of criminal law, and it explores the rela-
tionship between legal and moral justification.
Cambridge Studies in Philosophy and Law

0-521-62211-5 Hardback $54.95
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LEGAL THEORY

INSTRUCTIONS FOR CONTRIBUTORS

Submitted articles and editorial correspondence should be sent to Jules L. Cole-
man, Editor, Legal Theory, Yale Law School, 127 Wall Street, New Haven, CT 06511,
USA.
Legal Theory is a quarterly, peer-reviewed journal that will be edited to the highest
standards with the assistance of a prestigious international editorial board. Legal
Theory encompasses a broad range of topics, including but not limited to analytical

jurisprudence, normative jurisprudence, policy analyses of legal institutions and
doctrines, theories of law as a social or cultural phenomenon, and critical perspec-
tives on law and legal institutions.
Preparation of manuscript. A separate title page should be prepared including the
article title, short title for use as a running head (not to exceed 45 characters),
author's full name and affiliation, and complete contact information (including
phone number and e-mail address).
Manuscripts should be submitted in triplicate and should conform to Chicago style
(however, see below concerning preparation of reference and note material).
Please include a diskette version of the manuscript; the disk and the hard copy
versions should match perfectly. Manuscripts should be shorter than 10,000 words
exclusive of notes. An abstract of no more than 150 words should be included.
Submissions directly commenting on other works in the existing literature are
welcome.
The entire manuscript (including notes and references) should be typed double-
spaced on 8-1/2 by 11 inch or A4 paper, with wide margins for copyediting.
Manuscript pages should be numbered consecutively. Authors of accepted articles
will be asked to prepare a final version in the journal's style and to submit it on disk
together with a hard copy version.
Figures. If the manuscript is accepted for publication, the author must provide
figures that are ready for photographic reproduction; they cannot be redrawn by
the publisher, unless the author pays for the cost of such work. Charts, graphs, or
other artwork must be drawn by a professional artist or computer generated on a
laser printer, in black ink on white paper, and should remain legible after a 50%
reduction. All labels and details on figures should be clearly printed.
References and notes. References should conform to the legal style of The Bluebook: A
Uniform System of Citation, 15th edition, published by the Harvard Law Review
Association.
Copyediting and proofreading. The publisher reserves the right to copyedit and
proofread all articles accepted for publication, but authors will be consulted in the
case of any substantial changes. Page proofs of each article will be sent to the lead
author for correction of typographical errors only.
General. Submitting an article to Legal Theory implies that it has not been published
elsewhere and is not being considered for publication elsewhere. Authors must
obtain written permission to publish any material for which they do not own
copyright. They will be asked to assign the copyright of their article, under certain
conditions, to Cambridge University Press. Authors of articles will receive 25 off-
prints of their article free of charge; additional copies may be purchased if ordered
at proof stage on the form provided. (In the case of joint contributions, offprints
will be sent to the first named author unless otherwise requested.)
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